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Things to Teach  

Children Before 

They Leave Home... 

T o learn to forgive, really forgive and not hold grudges. 

To learn to accept that ALL people are made in the Image of God 

with an eternal soul—not just those we like or understand. 

To learn to work hard and enjoy hard work. 

To bless others everyday with an act of service or love. 

To find ways to encourage those who are weak or alone. 

To live within their means and not develop a taste for materialism or any 

form of idolatry. 

To be faithful to their spouse, even when it is hard. 

To give more than they take and keep giving when they think they have 

nothing to give. 

To develop the habit of praying as a natural part of their day, not a rote 

mindless ritual. 

To find joy in the small, everyday common things like having fresh water, 

or food and a pillow at night to rest. 

To be always thankful for the hope of heaven and the forgiveness Jesus 

bought with His blood, so we would not have to pay with our blood.  

By Joan Elder 
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I wish for him to remember that he was cherished every hour of his childhood… 

I wish for him to live in the sunshine even when storm clouds hover… 

I wish for him to have rainbows after every storm… 

I wish for him to serve others, to befriend those in need and to do good to all men… 

I wish for him to find a wife who will love him as much as I love his father… 

I wish for him to cherish that wife as I am cherished by his father… 

I wish for him to love his own children as much as he is loved by his parents… 

I wish for him to provide for his family as he has been provided for… 

I wish for him to stand strong when others are weak… 

I wish for him to seek wise and godly counsel and to avoid the chatter of fools… 

I wish for him to know that I believe in the soundness of his mind,  

the goodness of his heart and the strength of his character… 

I wish for him to remember that no matter where he goes  

or what he does he will have my unconditional love… 

I wish for him to look to the scriptures for answers to the questions in life  

and to walk with God every step of the way… 

Graduation Thoughts— 

Things I wish for my child  

as he becomes an adult… 

Blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD, And whose hope is the LORD.  

For he shall be like a tree planted by the waters, Which spreads out its roots by the river,  

And will not fear when heat comes; But its leaf will be green,  

And will not be anxious in the year of drought, Nor will cease from yielding fruit.  

Jeremiah 17:7-8 (New King James Version) 

By Sally Anne Perz 
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 How to drive. 

 How to change the tire on a car. 

 Other various things that can be done to a car. 

(i.e. when to change the oil, etc). 

 How to survive….in the woods, in a car wreck, on 

the water, at college. 

 Boys: How to be a leader. Start young. 

 Girls: How to really run a household. Start young. 

 How to send thank you cards. 

 How to prepare a meal and have it all get done at 

the same time. 

 How to do laundry and to iron. 

 How to clean house, especially the bathroom! 

 How to do some lawn care. 

 How to tie knots. 

 How to get gum out of things. 

 How to think of what needs to be done and just 

do it without being asked or told. 

 How to call their grandparents/parents on a regu-

lar basis and get to know them. 

 How to BE organized….. with time and things. 

 How to be responsible for something alive…an 

animal or sibling or another person outside the 

family. 

Teach them to realize… 

 They must put God first—and everyone and 

everything else after Him. 

 They must understand that Jesus is Lord and 

they are here to fulfill His purpose, not theirs. 

 God has a plan for each of us. Whether they 

are remembered in a good way or a bad way is 

completely up to them. 

 Yes, they can. 

Teach them… 

 How to handle responsibility by giving them 

responsibility to handle on their own. 

 How to make choices by letting them choose… 

right or wrong… they learn a lot from mistakes. 

 How to do chores. 

 How to study the Bible. 

 How to save some of all the money they get. 

 How to use some of all money they get to help 

someone else. 

 How to use resources wisely. Whether money, 

time, energy, or abilities—use it! 

 How to balance a checkbook. 

 How to take public transportation. 

 How to read a map. 

Equipping Your Children 

Before They Leave Home— 
By Suze Tolbert, slightly edited from an e-mail 
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M 
ath was never an easy subject for me in 
school. It didn’t seem to matter how much 
I tried, I never seemed to understand 
what the teacher wanted. I dreaded when 

we worked out problems on the board, I always made a 
mistake and the other children always snickered or had 
hurtful comments to make. The teachers always seemed 
at a loss of what to do to help me or any other student 
who could not keep up with the schedule they had writ-
ten down at the beginning of the school year. I didn’t 
want my own children to experience the dread of learn-
ing math; determining that things would be different for 
them I came up with some tips and now I hope that these 
suggestions might offer help and guidance if you know 
children who struggle with their math 
skills. 

My first tip: Make sure that your chil-
dren have breakfast before they start 
their day. Research has shown that 
your children will be more ready to 
learn if their nutritional needs are met. 
It is hard to concentrate on learning 
anything if their bellies are rumbling 
with hunger. 

2nd tip: Introduce the history of math 
to your children—when certain math inventions were 
made and by whom, the circumstances or need for the 
invention, how math is used through out the world. 

3rd tip: Make a game of learning facts. There are a lot of 
math games that will help your children enjoy learning, 
helping with the fundamental facts that they will need to 
know. Using games reduces the stress of the learning 
process and makes learning fun and not so boring or in-
timidating. 

4th tip: Use math in real life situations. Take the facts that 
your children are learning and bring them into situations 
that your children face every day. When cutting a pizza 
talk about the fractions you are making. If they are mak-
ing a purchase show them how to figure tax into the 
price. How many cookies will they need for each of their 

friends to have two? These can be ways to use math in 
their every day lives. 

5th tip: Use visual aids or manipulatives when teaching 
math. For some children using visual aids can make the 
difference between understanding and not understand-
ing the concepts that are being taught. As your children 
learn the skills they will become less dependent on the 
manipulatives. 

6th tip: Use food to teach math concepts. Whether it is 
candy, cereal, popcorn or pizza simple math facts are 
easy to manipulate so concepts can be seen. This also 
puts the child at ease which helps make learning easier. 

7th tip: When learning math there are many patterns but 
sometimes those are hard for a child to see. Pointing out 

these patterns can making math eas-
ier, this can be done using manipula-
tives such as money. Also help the 
child memorize the patterns—such as 
2s, 4s, 5s, 6s, 8s, 10s and work up 
from there. 

8th tip: Use music and songs to help 
your child with memorizing math 
facts. This tip was used by each of my 
children. They sang their way through 
their multiplication tables, square 

roots and there are even little ditties that help in Algebra 
and Geometry. 

9th tip: Mix it up. Use different medias when learning 
and doing math: computer software, worksheet pages, 
time races—these are all great ways to keep learning 
varied which will help the student from being bored and 
help with the learning process. 

10th tip: The buddy system is a great way to learn math 
facts. Kids can sometimes explain things to each other so 
they understand it better then any adult can. Helping 
one another learn solidifies the facts for each child. 

As you read over these tips I hope that you see at least 
one or two that you can implement to help make math 
fun for your own children. 

10 Tips for Making Math Fun 
By Shawn Synder, slightly edited for grammatical errors 

http://www.homeschool-articles.com/10-tips-for-making-math-fun/ 
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move! 

Consequences are one of the most significant thinking skills a 

child can gain. One option may seem to be attractive but we 

need to consider the results of following this choice while we 

can still correct what may ultimately be a bad decision. Boxes is 

a simple two player game where each player draws lines be-

tween dots on a piece of paper, hoping to complete more 

boxes than their opponent. Children will soon learn that draw-

ing a line in the wrong place can earn the other player a lot of 

boxes – a lesson I learned one day when playing against one of 

my sons. During the game, children need to think about the 

consequences of every line they draw. It is much easier to learn 

this lesson now than later in life when the effect may be much 

more damaging. 

Linear Planning is the last of our important strat-

egy skills that can be learned playing games. We 

may have dreams that seem unattainable, such as 

strong family relationships or financial security. 

Linear Planning can help by reducing a complex 

goal into a series of much smaller and more man-

ageable steps. Tower of Hanoi Card Game is a two 

player game based on the puzzle of the same 

name, where nine cards are randomly dealt into 

three piles. The cards must be rearranged into 

order according to some simple rules. At first 

view it seems impossible to work out the game, 

until you use logic to consider the consequences of a move and 

break it down into smaller pieces. Instead of tackling the entire 

set of cards, try working with only two cards and get them into 

the right order. Using this approach my eleven year old son can 

now solve the game in less than ten minutes, although it has 

taken a lot of practice. 

Logic, Brainstorming, Consequences and Linear Planning are 

problem solving skills that all children should learn, to prepare 

them for their future. Many commercial games are available 

that can assist children to learn these skills, but free strategy 

games like Checkers, Chess, Boxes and Tower of Hanoi Card 

Game can make learning these skills enjoyable. Isn’t that worth 

considering for your child’s future? 

T hinking skills are necessary in today’s society to make 

good decisions. Yet, most people, myself included, 

tend to make decisions based on feelings rather than 

thought. While I know that vegetables are healthier for me 

than chocolate, I still prefer chocolate. What about you? 

Children who learn to develop good thinking skills while they 

are young have a head start in life. That’s where 

homeschoolers have an advantage, since we can focus on 

these skills every day. Four particular thinking skills that are 

important are: 

 Logic - using your mind rather than your heart 

 Brainstorming - investigating all possible choices, be-

yond the obvious ones 

 Consequences - looking carefully to see 

where each choice may lead 

 Linear Planning - breaking down a com-

plex task into a series of manageable steps 

Logic is the best way to decide between 

choices. A logical approach bypasses your emo-

tions and all their associated problems. You 

can still choose to follow your feelings, if you 

prefer, but at least now you know the rea-

soned and wisest choice. Children who play 

Checkers (also known as Draughts) soon dis-

cover that someone who plays logically will 

beat another player who chooses to move pieces at random. 

Brainstorming is a thinking skill where children learn to look 

beyond the first choice. While one short-term goal may seem 

desirable, it may lead to a bad decision in the long-term, or 

vice-versa. There may be easier or better ways of achieving 

goals by thinking through a variety of options. One example 

is from a Chess game in 1858 between Paul Morphy and two 

opponents who worked together. By his sixteenth move, he 

had lost his Queen, which is normally a very poor move and 

is generally avoided. However, he was looking at the long-

term goal of winning rather than the short-term goal of sav-

ing his Queen. As a result, he had been planning to lose his 

Queen so that he could win, which he did on his very next 

Strategy Games That Assist Children to Think Clearly 
By Andrew Low 

http://www.family-games-treasurehouse.com/ 

http://www.homeschool-articles.com/strategy-games-that-assist-children-to-think-clearly/ 
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C 
hoosing a spouse is the second biggest decision in 

one’s life—this is surpassed only by choosing to 

follow Christ. We must guide our children in this 

effort just as we lead them to Jesus. We often leave 

this important choice to them—somehow they are ‘on their 

own’ when it comes to the spouse search. This is not the way 

it ought to be. We need to teach them to count the cost. This 

is a Biblical principle to be used in any big decisions—consider 

the ramifications of choices. (Luke 14:28). The following notes 

were used to teach a ladies’ class on teaching our children 

how to find a godly spouse.  

Is there an example in God’s word of a parent teaching a 

child about finding a spouse? Proverbs 31 is a spouse-finding-

metric for a man. That is what the text was originally intended 

to do (King Lemuel’s mother’s advice to her son on what to 

look for in a women), and not only as we most commonly use 

it today (what a woman should be). It sets the bar very high. 

Raised expectations by girls will mean men will rise to meet 

those expectations. The same holds true of young men for 

young ladies. If we lower the expectations, boys and girls will 

sink to those levels. It is inevitable! When does our teaching 

end? Are they on their own to find their life-partner? Think 

about Job’s sacrificing to cover for his children’s sins—even his 

grown children—we can keep this involvement in our chil-

dren’s lives. In the very least—pray for them! (Job 1:4-5) 

Consider how we, as parents, can guide our children in this 

area by teaching them what to look for in a spouse and how 

to go about finding a spouse. Is finding a spouse a natural 

process? Should it be difficult, complex and one size fits all? 

This quest for a spouse has been a process in existence since 

the dawn of time; it is cross cultural and fundamentally the 

same for everyone. Boy meets girl… 

Do we need to try many before finding the right one? This is 

a man-made concept and it is not found anywhere in the Bi-

ble. Simply put, consider this quote from Little Women. Amy 

March says, “You don’t need scores of suitors. You only need 

one…if he’s the right one!”.We aren’t talking about rushing 

into a relationship without knowing someone, we aren’t talk-

ing about rushing into a relationship before the time is right. 

You can get to know many young people of the opposite sex 

(as friends) enough to know how compatible you are/aren’t 

without having to ‘go steady’ and become emotionally in-

volved with one after another weeding your way through the 

cast offs. 

Is there a right one? Maybe not in the way we’ve come to 

understand the phrase—but there is a right one in many 

senses. There is the one that will be your soul mate (in the 

true sense of the word as in one-flesh—Genesis 2:24). Once 

you’ve chosen that ONE, it better be the right one. Because 

while there might not be one man specifically designed for 

one woman, you can be certain there are many wrong ones. 

Consider that you must be careful in your choice; you must 

never regret the one you chose because you simply MUST love 

the one you are with. This will be relatively easy if you choose 

a compatible spouse, and seemingly impossible if you choose 

badly. 

It is critical to remember that our capacity for love and mak-

ing love work has more to do with long term happiness than 

finding a perfect person. Statistics show that if you’ve had a 

great love once you are more likely to find another after the 

loss of a spouse—Why is that true? Because it’s all about our 

foundation, our commitment, and yes—it’s all about the love. 

(I Corinthians 13) Our attitude about our spouse, about mar-

riage and about family will affect our relationship with our 

spouse in ways that can make or break our relationship. 

Have we convoluted premarital relationships by loosing and 

binding (loosing God’s commands to abstain from fleshly 

lusts and then binding man’s mandates in an effort combat 

the years of loosing)? Christians swing from seeing others of 

the opposite sex as potential crushes to not having any rela-

tionships at all with the opposite sex. Neither of these ideas is 

(Continued on page 7) 

Counting the Cost: Teaching Your 

Children to Find a Godly Spouse 
By Sally Anne Perz 

These are the notes from a ladies class I taught recently. We read all the verses aloud, 

though I have only referenced them here, I encourage you to read them! The power is al-

ways in the Word!!  
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good. Christians universally agree that one night stands and 

the boy crazy behavior of girls that are out to make another 

notch on their lipstick case are completely unacceptable—yet, 

how close does our dating come to this? On the other hand, 

not being able to relate to the opposite sex because you keep 

a distance and fail to build strong friendships with members of 

the opposite sex may render you unable to effectively search 

for your Mr./Mrs. Right. 

Does God acknowledge the pull of the flesh? Should it be 

strong? Is passion a God-designed gift?  

Yes! (I Corinthians 7:1ff). Consider that physical intimacy is 

pure and good in the ‘marriage bed’—and that’s not the 

physical bed—it is in the marriage relationship. A husband and 

wife should have an amazing, fulfilling relationship—to in-

clude a wonderful physical relationship. A husband takes com-

fort in his wife’s body. A wife is designed to 

desire her husband. All it takes is ONE KISS—

sometimes even just a caress—between two 

people attracted to one another and the domi-

noes roll. God designed us to desire one an-

other this way.(Genesis 3:16; Proverbs 5:19) 

Outside the marriage relationship this sexual 

intimacy is immoral. Is immorality—specifically 

unacceptable premarital behavior—a new con-

cept? Certainly not…consider Dinah. Dinah’s 

example fits right in with modern dating as we 

know it—making provision for the flesh… (Genesis 34:1-5; 

Ephesians 5:3). Dinah went out, seemingly without parental 

permission, socialized with the pagan children, and got in-

volved with a boy. We often forget that this boy cared for 

her—she may have felt her behaviour justified because of 

that, he certainly did. Yet that still did not make it right. Dinah 

got involved and brought an entire town into it…the conse-

quences were horrific.  

What should we call this search? Dating? Courtship? It is not 

wise to get caught up in the name—dating or courtship. Nei-

ther term is found in the Bible. It is not the name that makes it 

acceptable or unacceptable to God it is the process. Don’t 

worry about what you call it. The concern should be about 

how the spouse-searching is done and what is done during the 

spouse search!! 

Characteristics of Mr. and Mrs. Right: What are you looking 

for? Seek a godly companion—don’t even consider anyone 

(Continued from page 6) 

who will not bring you closer to God. It’s been said that if you 

marry an unbeliever you will have trouble with your father-in-

law (i.e. Satan). (I Corinthians 15:33-34b) For all those who 

convert a spouse dozens more fall away because of an un-

godly spouse. Convert the lost, but don’t take a chance on 

losing your soul. 

Why did God forbid intermarrying in the Old Testament? How 

does this apply to us today? Is there a principle to consider 

here? (Deuteronomy 7:3-4; 2 Corinthians 6:14-18). God did 

not want His children to be corrupted by the pagans. This has 

not changed. He still wants us to come out from among the 

unbelievers…this does not mean that we aren’t associating 

with the lost. It just shows us by example that there is a dan-

ger in marrying the ungodly.  

This is not the only danger in marrying an un-

believer. Sadly, believers married to unbeliev-

ers often (not always) miss the bond of God’s 

family that cannot be replaced by a secular 

relationship. An unbeliever is bound to her 

duties to her spouse and these may keep her 

from associating with brethren and, most es-

pecially, the edification that comes from work-

ing alongside her spouse in God’s kingdom. 

Here are some specific things to consider 

when looking for a spouse… 

 Is this your best friend?  

 Are you able to be yourself?  

 How does he relate to others? Family? Brethren? The 

Lost? Children? Babies? 

 What kind of fruit does he bear? Behavior? Attitude? Set-

tling Conflicts? Stewardship?  

 Will he be a good provider? Will she be content as a stay 

at home mother to the children? A happy homemaker? 

 Are you compatible? Mind, Desires, Politics, Beliefs, Per-

sonal Convictions, Personality, Parenting…do you have 

‘chemistry’—don’t dismiss physical attraction! 

 What about love? Is this 1 Corinthians 13 love?  

 Young ladies: Can you submit to this man as your leader?  

 Young men: Can you lead this woman and honor her? 

What is the best way to find this godly spouse? Is modern 

(Continued on page 8) 
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dating the only option? For sake of clarity, the term dating 

will be used to discuss the modern act of playing the field 

(going steady, hopping from one boyfriend to another, going 

together) and the term courtship will refer to the act of find-

ing a spouse without the dating game. Note that the name is 

not the point, it is what is behind the name. We are simply 

using terms to simplify our considerations. 

Pursuing a Spouse by Playing the Field:  

Pitfalls of Modern Dating—Dating gained popularity over a 

thirty year period between the 1920’s and the1950’s. Dating 

was characterized by little or no parental involvement, the 

idea of ‘going out,’ no chaperone, increasing physical intimacy, 

fleeting commitment. It often includes a certain unsteadiness 

of going from one “soul-mate” to another, is usually designed 

to try out varying people, and is frequently based 

on attraction more than friendship.  

Note: Even the worst sort of dating can result in 

happy marriages. Many of us are proof of that. 

However, that doesn’t make it wise or mean that 

there is no need for improvement to the process! 

How much fire can you take into your bosom be-

fore you are burned?(Proverbs 6:27-29; 22:3; I 

Cor. 6:18) Does modern dating encourage long 

term commitment? One bond after another—

many broken? Does dating encourage working 

through difficulties? Consider reasons for breaking 

up vs. the dedication needed for keeping a marriage together. 

Are we making provision for the flesh when we go off with 

the opposite sex alone? (2 Timothy 2:22) Two young people 

already attracted to one another don’t need much fuel to start 

a fire. Consider what was discussed previously about our God-

designed passion. Allowing our children to put themselves in 

situations in which temptation is a given is like giving them 

matches before they are capable of safely starting a fire. Most 

healthy young adults who are attracted to one another will 

have more than enough chemistry to cause one major explo-

sion. We need to be careful that we don’t make allowances for 

these strong desires! 

What about lust? (Matthew 25:27-28; contrast with:1 Corin-

thians 13) There is a huge difference in our children looking at 

one another as brethren vs. looking at one another in lust…

friendship building can avoid looking at the opposite sex as an 

object and not making provisions for the flesh will make it 

(Continued from page 7) 

easier to say NO to lustful temptations. This is not just about 

physical attraction—which is a God-given characteristic. This is 

about how our children reflect on the opposite sex in general. 

Potential crush or Friend? 

Can we separate physical intimacy from commitment—just 

how much physical intimacy is appropriate before marriage? 

Temptation leads to sin. (James 1:14-15; 1 Peter 2:11; 1 Co-

rinthians 10:12-13). Physical intimacy should be reserved for 

the marriage bed. The consequences of premarital sex are not 

always evident to others. But, there are always consequences. 

The ghosts of partners of the past will visit unannounced even 

after years of purity. Premarital sex has been around since sin 

was introduced into the world. The ‘everybody does it’ cliché 

is not so far from the truth in the secular world. Let us not let 

this be acceptable … let us teach our children a 

‘hands off’ policy. This might not be the same for 

everyone, but we must acknowledge that physical 

intimacy is progressive…it’s got to be kept in check 

until the two have become one flesh before God by 

becoming united in marriage. 

What about when Mr. Right becomes Mr. Wrong? 

How does this affect friendship between brethren? 

When the ghosts of past relationships (mentioned 

above) are your brethren—your preacher, your 

elder, your future in-laws. This can be uncomfort-

able in the very least. The young men need to look 

at the young women as sisters, in all purity (I Timothy 5:2) . 

We need to encourage our children to love their brothers and 

sisters in Christ enough to respect their feelings. They need to 

be careful not to treat them in ways that occur after a ‘break 

up’...this is quite challenging when our children are hopping 

from one relationship to another. Is it really wise for dating 

games to be played by godly people? Should finding a spouse 

be done with a clear purpose or to pass the time? Consider 

the effects on hearts when it comes to rejection and break 

ups…is this really beneficial in the long run( Proverbs 4:23)?  

Is there a real need for recreational dating? Friendship is a 

wonderful way to get to know people and for future spouses 

to be ‘matched’—perhaps this would be a better use of one’s 

pre-marital days! 

Pursuing a Spouse with a Purpose: The Many Faces of Court-

ship—Courtship is often used to describe finding a spouse 

(Continued on page 9) 
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for help.  

Another aspect of godly courtship is delayed physical inti-

macy—making no provision for the flesh, not being overcon-

fident in our ability to withstand our desires and taking 

heed…(Job 31:1-covenant with eyes; 1 Corinthians 10:13-

taking heed) Consider what we’ve discussed about progres-

sion in physical relationships—the power of touch, the domino 

effect. We need to teach our children to delay physical inti-

macy—to take heed and to not take fire in their bosom. How 

far do you want your spouse to go with the girls before you?? 

Is this courtship process determined by a timeline and a set 

of rules? Not Biblically. 

There is a time that is right, but that will be 

different for different people. Note that we 

ought not to awaken love prematurely. This 

should show us that the idea of ‘puppy love’ 

is surely of man and not God (Song of Solo-

mon 2:7). If our pre-teens are already boy/

girl focused…that’s a long time to wait to 

fulfill the desires of the flesh. Don’t be naïve, 

worldly pre-teens are having sex young and 

often. This is what our children are exposed 

to unless they are extremely sheltered.  

We don’t need a how-to book. When ap-

proached as a natural part of life, when 

friends are made and relationships grow, 

love will bloom from friendship. This is a 

natural progression. 

Does God give step by step guidelines? Do 

we have direct commands or principles to follow? Is there only 

one authorized way to find a spouse? A definitive, “no.” We 

need to work with our individual circumstances—children may 

be living at home or away at college. Honoring adult children 

will be critical. At that point, it is up to them. Many will have 

daughters live at home until marriage. Many will have daugh-

ters living away. We need to respect various choices when it 

comes to the ‘how to’s’…Most importantly, we must be care-

ful not to bind man-designed rules and guidelines for spouse-

finding. 

Let us honor God and glorify Him in our teaching so that our 

children will rise to glorify Him in their behaviour. Finally, pray. 

Pray early, pray often, and pray for God to bless this choice! 

without mainstream dating—that’s rather simple, really. Any-

thing more than that is to rely on man-made guidelines. I sup-

pose the Bible term would be find a wife… 

There are many definitions for the term courtship—one can 

get a plethora of how-to books written by most modern de-

nominations. These often include lists of rules and guidelines 

for the parents and the courting couple—ranging from permis-

sive (not much different than modern dating) to fully parent 

controlled. I have purposely avoided sharing any of these be-

cause not much of what is included is found in God’s word. 

However, as previously noted, the act of spouse finding is age 

old. For centuries it included parental/family involvement, 

chaperoning, group activities or family activities, and little or 

no physical intimacy. It often springs from 

friendship and naturally progresses. Court-

ship is not an arrangement between two sets 

of parents. Even Biblically it often included a 

choice for the woman. Remember that Abra-

ham acknowledged that Rebekah might not 

be willing. If that had been an arranged mar-

riage in the sense it is often understood, Re-

bekah would not have had a choice.  

A Christian’s example in this area is critical 

to the world. (I Timothy 4:12). This is an area 

in which much influence can be gained or 

lost. When we look like the world looks and 

act like the world acts, what is there to sepa-

rate us. It is interesting that of all of the good 

things about the Amish, many focus on the 

period of time before the youth join the church—called rum-

springa. This is that period of ‘wild oat sowing’ that some Old 

Order Amish still allow. How many souls are lost to wild oat 

sowing in God’s kingdom? Avoiding this behaviour, showing 

our love for one another—not our crushes, break ups and bad 

blood—can be a powerful tool. Let us use or morality, our 

good choices, our relationships to glorify God! 

An important part of finding a spouse is seeking wise counsel 

and parental advice. (Proverbs 15:22; 28:26). This is critical. 

We need to teach our children to seek godly advice—reading 

the scriptures, having open discussions, listening and learning 

from others successes and failures. As noted from Proverbs 31 

earlier, we need to teach our children about finding a spouse. 

We need to be the kind of parents who our children will seek 

(Continued from page 8) 


